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Communication is an essential ingredient to any change management effort. In order for the change to be
successful, employees need to know what is changing, how this change will affect them, and what they
need to do next.

Spekit is designed to be an effective communication tool for change management. Specifically, Spekit
serves as a change enablement solution to drive awareness, understanding, and ultimately adoption of
change.

Here are a few example use cases to consider:

● CRM Team: release notes and field/process updates in Salesforce
● RevOps team: rolling out a new tool
● Product Marketing: new case study/resource available in your Content Management System (e.g.,

Seismic)
● Enablement team: updated messaging in Outreach/Salesloft
● HR Team: update a process in your Human Resource Information System (HRIS) or mandatory training

(e.g., new expense reporting)

General Change Communication Best
Practices

The change communication approach should align with the change management process the company has
adopted. There are dozens of change management models that have been proven to be effective in
facilitating change. Regardless of model, effective change management approaches ensure that changes
are managed as a process and not an event. Communication plays a key role in each step of the change
management process, from initial awareness all the way through to reinforcement.

The following best practices in communicating change will help ensure that the change is successful:

● Before communicating changes, assess what is changing, which groups are impacted, and the
need-to-know information.

● Always start with the WHY before the WHAT when communicating change. Studies show that the
most important aspect of individual adoption of any change, whether a new process or technology, is
understanding why it is happening and how it will benefit the recipient. Ensure that you are answering
the question: “What does this mean to me, and what do I need to do?”

Don’t:
On 12/1/21 we are adding XYZ field required by the Finance Team

Do:
To pay you correctly and on time, a new field is being added to the Opportunity object called
XYZ that you’ll need to fill out when you Close Won a new deal 💸
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● Tailor the communications to the specific roles impacted, so that you are giving the right message and
information at the right time to the right people.

● Use Emojis, which take the place of non-verbal cues in digital communication, are more visually
appealing to read, and are easier to digest.

● Make asking and answering questions accessible, in a centralized place:
○ Create designated Slack or Teams channels/email groups for various types of questions:

■ #ProductFAQ
■ #SalesforceFAQ
■ #CPQFAQ

○ Have designated “Office Hours” weekly (for large or international teams, you might want 1-2 different
times. This is especially important after you roll out L/XL changes, so that people who are impacted by
the change are brought along every step of the way

● Make it easy to find your communications and resources with naming conventions:

○ Similar subject lines in email communications so someone can easily search:

Don’t:
● Important! New fields in Salesforce
● Update to CPQ. Please read!

Do:
● Salesforce Release on 12/01/2021 - New Opportunity fields
● Salesforce Release on 12/20/2021 - Change to CPQ Quoting process

● Webinars: Communicate the WHY, and enlist senior leadership to share their perspective on the reason
for the change.

● Use a Template such as the one in the Change Communications Kit, available at this link.
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Spekit’s Communication Features

Spekit has several features designed to help you drive change. We’ll be referencing them throughout this
playbook, so here is a quick overview of some of our terminology for communication ranked from “lightest”
to “heaviest.”

1.  Spekit Notification

When creating or updating a Spek, you have the option to check the “Notify my team” option and leave a
comment. This is our most fundamental communication.

This will send a browser notification to the user that they can view in their notification center in the Spekit
Sidebar, which then also serves as a change log of all recent communications:

2.  Spekit Notification Email

When updating a Spek, you also can select the “Also send an email notification” option. This is particularly
helpful early on in your rollout of Spekit as your team is adjusting to this improved way of change
management.

3.  Spekit Spotlight

This is an in-app alert that will appear for the user in the middle of their screen. These are particularly helpful
for critical communications that you need to ensure employees don’t miss. It’s also helpful to ensure that the
user understands the change when it’s relevant to them.
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There are two main options for Spotlights:

A. Any URL: The Spotlight will appear for the user in any
tab the next time they log into their browser. This
should only be used for critical communication like
“This part of the product is down, do not demo!”

B. Specific URL: The Spotlight will appear for the user in
the particular URL that you indicate.
● You can set it to “Salesforce.com” so that it

appears anywhere in Salesforce; this is ideal for
something like a Salesforce Release update.

● Or you can specify by path, i.e.,
Salesforce.com/Quote. This is specifically helpful
for just-in-time reinforcement of process changes.
For example, if you make a change to your
quoting process but that user won’t need to create
a quote for another few weeks, it’s only when they
go to that specific URL/process that they’ll receive
the Spotlight - rather than having to go hunt down
an email communication they didn’t read from
months ago.
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Setting up Spekit for Release Management
1.  Topics

Topics: To ensure that all of your releases and important communications are easy to find for your users,
create a topic for each of the “categories” of change you have that you typically send email
“newsletters” for.

We recommend at a minimum:

A. Salesforce Updates
B. Enablement Updates

2.  Spek & Spotlight Templates

To save you time and create consistency for your end users, create a Topic called Communication
Templates that only your Experts have access to clone the Spek when they need to create a new update.

Examples:

A. Salesforce Release Update Spek + Spotlight
B. Bi-weekly RevOps Update Spek + Spotlight
C. Bi-weekly Enablement Update Spek + Spotlight
D. Bi-weekly Marketing Update Spek + Spotlight

For example, Salesforce release updates should be sent as a Spotlight that prompts users to view a
Release Update Spek. The Spek should have a label for each team impacted, a brief description of
the change, and a link to a more in-depth Spek.
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Using Spekit for Release Management
Now that your Topics and Speks are all set up, here’s a simple way to use Spekit for Release Management.
We’ll use weekly/bi-weekly/monthly Salesforce Updates as an example.

1. Start by creating your Field or Process Speks for each of the changes you’re rolling out and saving
them in your appropriate Topics.
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A. Make sure to store each Spek in the appropriate topic and link to the related object. For example,
if you’re adding a field to your Account object, save it in your Account Management Topic and if
it’s a custom Spek, link it to the Account Object, so it shows up in the related list.

2. Clone your Salesforce Release Update Spek template and fill it out with all key changes linking to
each appropriate Spek that users can link into.

3. When your release update is ready to be communicated, clone your Salesforce Release Update
Spotlight, link it to your latest Release Update spek, and hit Send!

Tips

A. 🕝 Send your Release Updates on a regular schedule and time them wisely.
B. Create an internal publication calendar  for Notifications and Spotlights to ensure you are not

over communicating on a given day. An example is at this link

Don’t:
Send on Mondays or Fridays: Too much to catch up on and often those days have holidays,
and people take off
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Do:
Send on Wednesdays and first thing in the AM

Using Spekit for Communicating
One-Off Changes

Spekit is designed to help you operationalize your change enablement efforts to create a more repeatable
and scalable process for communicating and driving the adoption of your changes. Consistency and
repeatability are critical to earning and maintaining the trust of your employees.

Ideally, anyone on your team should immediately be able to call out which “change playbook” you’ll be using.
We recommend adding a Spek on how “How [Your Company] uses Spekit for Change Management” in your
Onboarding topic in Spekit so that every new employee is aware of it when they join.

An example Spek is available at this link.

One way to think about change is by T-shirt “size”: S, M, L, and XL. Here are some use cases:

● S: new non-required field in Salesforce
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● M: new one-pager on your product available in your CMS
● L: critical process change or new process in your quoting system
● XL: new tool rollout

Depending on the size of the change above, Spekit can be used in different ways to support your change
management efforts. Below you’ll find our recommended best practices for incorporating Spekit into your
change management efforts:

● S: new Spek + Notification in Spekit Sidebar
● M: spotlight linking to new Spek or external link
● L: spotlight linking to new Spek and/or new Flow
● XL: new Topic + New Speks + Spotlight linked to Topic + User Training on the tool

Use
Case #

Use
Case

T-shirt
Size

Spekit
Solution

Topic Spek
Notifi-
cation

Spotlight Flow

UC-01

A new
non-required

field in
Salesforce

S
New Spek +

Notification in Spekit
Sidebar

X X

UC-02

New one-pager
on your product

available in
your CMS

M
Spotlight linking
to new Spek or

external link
X X

UC-03

Critical process
change or new
process in your
quoting system

L

Spotlight linking
to new Spek or new

Flow. Add both written
versions of the

process and for major
processes, link to

a flow as well

X X X

UC-04 New tool
rollout

XL

Topic + Speks +
Spotlight

introducing tool +
Training on the

tool

X X X X

Consider what you are already doing to communicate changes to your team. You might be sending emails to
notify employees of changes, or perhaps you are sending Slack messages. While multiple channels are
available, they may not be as effective as in-app communication within the flow of work. The following
suggestions will help you translate what you might be doing today into what you can start doing in Spekit to
communicate changes, so that you are meeting employees where they are working.
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Instead of: sending an email to notify users of changes
Try: sending a Spotlight to notify users of changes

Instead of: documenting changes in a Word or Google doc
Try: documenting changes in one or more Speks

Instead of: creating a step-by-step job aid of process steps
Try: creating Flows to walk users through process steps

Instead of: creating a long-form eLearning course that users consume all at once
Try: creating a Topic with associated Speks that users consume in bite-sized chunks

Conclusion
“The only thing that is constant is change.” —Heraclitus, Greek philosopher, 5th century B.C.

Change management is more than just communication. People want to understand why the change, how the
change impacts them directly (WIIFM- what’s in it for me) and the expectations for change. It is necessary to
have an easy way to implement multiple changes across multiple stages of a project and after
implementation. Ensuring those impacted receive the appropriate level of training and providing continuous
reinforcement of those skills, results in successful outcomes for the company. Review this resource for
change management best practices.

Spekit is your change enablement solution that allows you to successfully drive awareness, gain adoption,
and provide continuous reinforcement. From an update to a new field to an implementation of new software,
Spekit enables teammates to understand  why, what, and how this change impacts them in their workflow.
Spekit saves organizations time with Topics that can house important communications that are easy for users
to access and understand what the organizations change management practices are. Spekit features like
Notifications and Spotlights allow you to create consistent and repeatable change management
communications that are tailored to those team members impacted.

Use Spekit’s Change Communications Admin/Experts Guidance and Templates Topic in the Spekit Content
Library to get started in creating your organization's change enablement practices.

To prepare for change by working through the planning, communication, leader support, training, and
reinforcement steps, access the Spekit Change Readiness Checklist.
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